New Company Uses Internet to Connect
Operators With Maintenance Facilities
SCOTTSDALE, Ariz. – Sept. 13 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — Jet Repair Anywhere has
announced plans to launch its new Internet based company during the upcoming
59th NBAA Convention in Orlando, FL., October 17-19, 2006.

“Jet Repair Anywhere has revolutionized the way in which aircraft maintenance
services are accessed,” said Cheryl Janke, Jet Repair Anywhere’s CEO, adding,
“Aircraft operators and owners looking to have their aircraft serviced can
now be connected to maintenance facilities worldwide. Jet Repair Anywhere’s
new service offers relief to Part 145 Repair Stations from the abysmal mound
of paperwork required by most Part 135 and Part 91 operators. At any time
subscribers have online access to vendor information which has been verified
and archived on Jet Repair Anywhere’s web server.”
“A comprehensive database of maintenance facilities has already been
established, and as an introduction to this service, Jet Repair Anywhere will
be offering aircraft owners and operator’s complimentary access to this data,
until the end of this year,” said Robert Salvo, President and Director of
Marketing.
“Providing Internet access to critical data, enables aircraft owner/operators

to expedite the search for qualified maintenance facilities, thus minimizing
delays for owners and passengers when maintenance issues occur on the road,”
explained Salvo. “It is of paramount importance for repair stations to have
their facility listed on our consortium, providing worldwide exposure to new
clients. The benefit to aircraft owners/operators will be self evident the
first time they break down in a remote location at 0200 hours, without a clue
of who to call.”
Both aircraft operators and maintenance facilities can find out more about
Jet Repair Anywhere’s service, including subscription rates, at:
www.jetrepairanywhere.com.
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